Audi fog lights

If your Audi came without a factory installed Audi fog light set, you can resolve that matter
quickly and easily, and, fortunately, without undue expense. There are many affordable Audi fog
light kits on the market today. A typical Audi fog light kit will contain everything you need for a
smooth installation process, except for, of course, the tools you need to complete the process.
However, the tools required to install the basic Audi fog light kit are rather run of the mill, and
are usually a part of the average do-it-yourselfer's home tool set, with nothing out of the
ordinary being required. In addition to a detailed set of installation instructions, the average
Audi fog light kit will include the wiring harness you need, often pre-wired and ready to go, the
fog light lamps, the bulbs, which, depending on the style of Audi fog light kit you choose, may
be long lasting halogen bulbs, and those familiar amber-yellow colored lenses, often made of
durable plastic. Installing the Audi fog light kit yourself won't take too much of your time and,
even with little automotive experience, you'll be able to complete the task in an afternoon, and
much less than that if you already have a bit of repair experience. You'll find a variety of Audi
fog light kits in our online catalog, with varying degrees of performance and some may feature
the clear Euro-style fog light lenses. If you do mostly city driving, the average Audi fog light kit
will serve you just fine, but if you do a regular commute in from a suburban or rural area, you
may want to consider one of the higher performance versions, as you're much more likely to
encounter heavy fog on a regular basis. Our online ordering system and toll-free telephone
number make it easy and safe to order the Audi fog light kit of your choice. We've Made a Site
Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account.
Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Audi Fog Light. Refine by:.
Fog Light part. Returns Policy. Recommended Use. Light Source. Quantity Sold. Shop Audi Fog
Light. Showing 1 - 15 of 68 results. Display item:. Sort by:. Part Number: RA Vehicle Info
Required to Guarantee Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Part Number: A Page 1 of 5 Showing 1 - 15
of 68 results. Audi Fog Light Models. Audi A3 Fog Light. Audi A3 Quattro Fog Light. Audi A3
Sportback e-tron Fog Light. Audi A4 Fog Light. Audi A4 allroad Fog Light. Audi A4 Quattro Fog
Light. Audi A5 Fog Light. Audi A5 Quattro Fog Light. Audi A6 Fog Light. Audi A6 Quattro Fog
Light. Audi Allroad Fog Light. Audi Allroad Quattro Fog Light. Audi Q3 Fog Light. Audi Q5 Fog
Light. Audi Q7 Fog Light. Audi RS4 Fog Light. Audi S3 Fog Light. Audi S4 Fog Light. Audi S5
Fog Light. Audi S6 Fog Light. Audi SQ5 Fog Light. Audi Fog Light Customer Reviews. Oct 31,
Great parts exactly as described on the website. Arrived quickly. Installation was simple and
they function excellent! Scott Holland. Purchased on Oct 16, Oct 02, Great OEM Replacement.
Perfect replacement for the OEM assemblies. Went straight in. I swapped the lamps out for dual
color LEDs, but it was a smooth fix and update that was long overdue. Craig Evans. Purchased
on Sep 12, Apr 08, Love them! Bright yellow colored sticker really makes them stand out! Jorge
Arellano. Purchased on Mar 10, Audi Fog Light Guides. Helpful Automotive Resources. Contact
Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy.
California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement. This guide has been designed to
help you find out what each warning light on your Audi's dashboard means and what actions
you should take if one or more of them illuminates. Your car is packed with sensors and safety
mechanisms to ensure that your vehicle is working at its optimum performance whilst keeping
you and your passengers safe. We know that when a warning light appears on your Audi, it can
be daunting â€” especially if you are unsure what to do. We have created this simple guide to
help you understand what each warning light on your new Audi or used Audi means and what
steps you need to take. It is important that you know how to respond to each Audi warning light
to reduce any additional damage to your vehicle and to ensure that your vehicle is safe. If you
are unsure how to carry out an action or repair on your vehicle our car trained experts know
your car better than anyone. RED , then be sure to pull over as soon as it is safe and call for
roadside assistance, as you may have a serious problem with your car. YELLOW , then this
means that an action is required, and it is recommended that you book a service with an
authorised repairer at one of our Audi dealerships. GREEN , then this is simply information and
does not require immediate action, although you should keep an eye on them. To book a Audi
service, contact your local dealer today. Seat belt is not fastened on the driver's side. Airbag
system and belt tensioner may be faulty. Have the vehicle checked as soon as possible by the
Service Centre. Parking brake is applied. Release parking brake by raising it slightly, pressing
the knob and moving the lever down. This indicates that the bonnet is not properly closed.
Check the bonnet is properly closed and check if the warning light has gone out. If a red bonnet
light appears while you're driving you should stop the car as soon as it's safe to do so. Avoid
sharp braking as much as possible. Braking force reinforcement faulty. Carefully bring the car
to a stop. Consider longer braking distance. Have checked by the Service Centre as appropriate.
DSC prevents the driven wheels losing traction when you pull away from rest or accelerate.
Flashing : DSC is regulating the acceleration and braking forces. The vehicle is stabilised.

Decrease speed and adjust driving profile to the road conditions. Illuminating : DSC has failed.
Have the system checked by your Service Centre. The system guarantees maximum forward
traction with simultaneous limited driving stability for special road conditions, e. The runflat
indicator reports a pressure loss in a tyre. Reduce your speed and cautiously stop the car.
Avoid violent or sudden braking and steering manoeuvres. Illuminating : vehicle generates
increased exhaust emissions. You can continue your journey. Exhaust system faulty. Flashing :
increased engine load damages the catalytic converter. Drive on with decreased engine load.
Possible engine fault. Have vehicle checked by the Service Centre. Audi Pre Sense is a
technology system for predictive safety which activates when a potential collision is expected.
If this light appears, please ensure that the sensors are clear and not obstructed by dirt. If the
light is still illuminated, please contact your nearest Audi dealership. The lane departure
warning light will illuminate when the lane assist system is switched on and road markings
cannot be detected. If this light does not turn off when driving or if it is accompanied by a
'system fault' message, please contact your nearest Audi dealership. A fault has occur with the
suspension on the vehicle which may impact handling, stability, and ground clearance of the
vehicle. If the light is illuminated, please contact your nearest Audi dealership. This light will
illuminate if there has been a malfunction with the gearbox. This message is normally be
accompanied by a message in the information system highlighting the issue. This light can
often illuminate if you use your Audi for lots of short journey at low speed. A particulate filter
removes soot from the exhaust which is then burnt off on longer drives. If a build up of soot
occurs this can cause the light to illuminate. If the light appears, it's recommended to do a
journey between minutes. The sidelights or low-beam headlights must be switched on. The
green indicator light comes on when the fog lights are switched on. If automatic driving lights
control is activated, the low-beam headlights come on automatically when the front fog lights
are switched on. The system is switched on. The speed set using the control functions on the
steering wheel is maintained. If the light says illuminated, this may indicate a problem with the
battery. At least one check control message is displayed or stored. The symbol is shown on the
display of the instrument cluster. Your settings will take affect when you refresh the page or
move to a new page. Find out more about cookies. Welcome to Jardine Motors Group. To
optimise your experience, cookie settings on the website are set to allow all cookies. By
continuing your journey throughout the website, you consent to this. You can change these
settings here request. Audi Warning Lights Your Complete Guide This guide has been designed
to help you find out what each warning light on your Audi's dashboard means and what actions
you should take if one or more of them illuminates. Check whether the seat belt has been
fastened correctly. Handbrake, brake system Parking brake is applied. Have steering system
checked by the Service Centre. The low-beam headlights or sidelights with fog lights must be
switched on. Audi Pre Sense Audi Pre Sense is a technology system for predictive safety which
activates when a potential collision is expected. Lane Departure Warning The lane departure
warning light will illuminate when the lane assist system is switched on and road markings
cannot be detected. Suspension Control A fault has occur with the suspension on the vehicle
which may impact handling, stability, and ground clearance of the vehicle. Particulate Filter This
light can often illuminate if you use your Audi for lots of short journey at low speed. If the
indicator light flashes more rapidly than usual, a turn indicator bulb has failed. Front fog lights
The sidelights or low-beam headlights must be switched on. High-beam headlights High-beam
headlights are switched on. Our Top Selling New Audi's:. Audi A1 Sportback. Audi A3
Sportback. Audi Q2. Book a Audi Service with your local dealer today. Value my Vehicle
Looking to part exchange or sell your car? Get a free no-obligation valuation below. Value My
Car. Privacy Notice. Site Map. Modern Slavery Statement. Back To Top. Company Info.
Telephone calls may be recorded for quality and training purposes. We work with a number of
carefully selected credit providers who may be able to offer you finance for your purchase. We
may receive a commission payment from the finance provider if you decide to enter into an
agreement with them. Book A Service. Vehicle Valuation. Compare Saved Vehicles. Your Cookie
Settings. Strictly Necessary Strictly Necessary cookies are essential to let you move around the
website and use its features, such as accessing secure areas, shopping baskets and online
billing. These cookies allow our website to provide services at your request. Functional
Functionality cookies are used to remember the choices you make, e. They also remember any
customisations you make to the website to give you enhanced, more personal features.
Targeting Targeting cookies collect information about your browsing habits to deliver adverts
which are more relevant to you and your interests. They also measure the effectiveness of
advertising campaigns. Save Settings. Cancel Changes. Manage Settings. Accept
Recommended. Add another item to the list of once-common features â€” including ashtrays,
spare tires and turn-the-key ignition switches â€” disappearing from new cars: fog lamps.

Several makers of luxury vehicles have quietly omitted the front fog lights from many of their
latest models, including Audi, Cadillac, Lincoln, Mercedes-Benz and the new Genesis line from
Hyundai. The trend is unlikely to stop there, as changes to high-end models inevitably filter
down to mainstream cars and trucks. Those companies say their latest high-tech headlights
make separate fog lamps unnecessary. There is scant independent research to verify such
claims; the public-interest groups that test headlights, including Consumers Union and the
Insurance Institute for Highway Safety, do not conduct tests of fog lights and do not take a
position on their effectiveness. Nor do the federal safety regulators that issue standards for
high- and low-beam headlights. Though fog is an isolated and somewhat regional and seasonal
road hazard, it is particularly challenging for drivers. A report by the AAA Foundation for Traffic
Safety, looking at federal crash data on fatal crashes from to and police-reported crashes from
to , found that fog was a factor in nearly 20 percent of deadly multicar pileups involving 10 or
more vehicles. Fog is especially prevalent in some regions, including much of the Southeast,
northern New England, the Pacific Northwest and the Central Valley of California, and it forms
most often in winter. Deadly multicar crashes generally occur when cars and trucks traveling at
interstate speed drive into what is essentially a low-lying cloud and quickly lose visibility.
Drivers may not see the slowed cars ahead until it is too late, with one vehicle crashing into the
next, including huge tractor-trailers. Eleven people died in a pileup in January near Gainesville,
Fla. In November , a chain-reaction crash of vehicles in fog near Fresno, Calif. On Jan. Lighting
and safety experts caution that stand-alone front fog lights, which are usually set into the
bumper close to the road, may be inadequate to prevent such horrific highway-speed crashes.
But they can help drivers see road markings in fog at low speeds, perhaps keeping the car from
hitting a tree or running into a ditch. High-beam headlights, designed to send light into the
distance, are especially ineffective at penetrating the fog, as they reflect off the moisture in the
air. But even low beams throw enough light into the fog curtain that the effect can be blinding
rather than illuminating. Fog lamps are intended to provide an adjunct to the low beams.
Because fog hovers close to the ground, the lamps are designed to shine down, illuminating the
road beneath the fog. The top of the beam is cut off sharply so the light does not shine into the
fog and reflect off it. Even before automakers began offering high-tech headlights, many
vehicles on American roads did not have front fog lamps. Though common on cars from
European manufacturers and on luxury models from American and Japanese companies, they
tended to be options on mainstream models, sometimes included on premium trim lines or in
extra-cost feature packages. Aside from the fog lights in the front, which can help the driver to
navigate, rear fog lamps â€” which look like an extra-bright taillamp on just one side â€” make
cars more visible in bad weather to following drivers. Rear fog lamps are required in Europe but
not in the United States, though most European manufacturers include them on cars sold in the
United States. And drivers sometimes leave the rear units on even when the skies are clear, just
as they do with the front units, which other motorists can find distracting. While some
companies are phasing out discrete fog lights at the front of the car, others are keeping them.
Except for a few specialized models, BMW continues to offer front fog lights on models sold in
the United States, according to a company spokesman, Hector Arellano-Belloc. They can be
quite useful. Others say the latest headlight technology makes separate fog lights redundant.
Larsen said. Some manufacturers like Mercedes-Benz have used the space once occupied by
fog lights for cornering lamps or daytime running lights. Audi has used the niches to install
radar units for driver-assistance technology like adaptive cruise control. Stockburger of
Consumer Reports said that new technologies held out the promise of overcoming fog.
Stockburger said. Home Page World Coronavirus U. Search Go. You can edit the name of your
vehicle by clicking the pencil icon on the right. Something went wrong. Please try again. Select
Your Vehicle Below:. VIN Go. No vehicles found. Select your vehicle below:. Home Audi A7 fog
light screw. Return Home Select New Vehicle. Select a Audi A7 Trim Level. Premium Hatchback.
Part Number:. Alternate Part Number s :. Add To Cart. Assembly Notes:. This part fits:. Show
Less -. Finish Selecting Vehicle. Legal Policies. Links Dealer Login. Find us on Facebook Find
us on Twitter. Data Agreement Unless otherwise indicated, all prices exclude applicable taxes
and installation costs. Although we endeavour to ensure that the information contained on the
website is accurate, as errors may occur from time to time, customers should verify any
information in question with a dealer. We are not responsible for any errors or omissions on
this website. Photos are for illustration purposes only. There may be some variances between
the photos shown and the actual product. Product appearance and specifications are subject to
change without notice. Some items may be unavailable for or incompatible with certain trim
levels and models. Please check all pictures before buying. Waranty 30 days. If something not
working we'll replace it, or refund the money back. If you cant find parts in our store ,that you
need, feel free to contact us, maybe we will be able to help you. Skip to main content. Email to

friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new
window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab. Add to Watchlist. People who
viewed this item also viewed. Showing Slide 1 of 1 - Carousel. Check if this part fits your
vehicle. Contact the seller. Picture Information. Mouse over to Zoom - Click to enlarge. Trusted
seller, fast shipping, and easy returns. Learn more - Top Rated Plus - opens in new window or
tab. Get the item you ordered or get your money back. Learn more - eBay Money Back
Guarantee - opens in new window or tab. Contact seller. Visit store. See other items More See
all. Item Information Condition:. Sign in to check out Check out as guest. Add to Watchlist
Remove from watch list. Watch list is full. Shipping help - opens a layer International Shipping items may be subject to customs processing depending on the item's customs value. Your
country's customs office can offer more details, or visit eBay's page on international trade. Item
location:. Ships to:. This amount is subject to change until you make payment. For additional
information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or
tab This amount includes applicable customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other fees. For
additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new
window or tab. Estimated between Mon. Estimated delivery dates - opens in a new window or
tab include seller's handling time, origin ZIP Code, destination ZIP Code and time of acceptance
and will depend on shipping service selected and receipt of cleared payment - opens in a new
window or tab. Delivery times may vary, especially during peak periods. Any international
shipping and import charges are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new
window or tab International shipping and import charges paid to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping and import charges are paid in part to
Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping is paid
in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab. Related sponsored
items. Showing Slide 1 of 2 - Carousel. Audi A4 B8 8K S-line grille fog light cover grill for right
side Report item - opens in a new window or tab. This translation tool is for your convenience
only. The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Note: The
accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Seller assumes all
responsibility for this listing. Please pay within 3 days of ordering. Business seller information.
Contact details. Return policy. Shipping and handling. This item will ship to Ukraine , but the
seller has not specified shipping options. Contact the seller - opens in a new window or tab and
request a shipping method to your location. Shipping cost cannot be calculated. Please enter a
valid ZIP Code. Shipping to: Worldwide. No additional import charges at delivery! This item will
be shipped through the Global Shipping Program and includes international tracking. Learn
more - opens in a new window or tab. There are 1 items available. Please enter a number less
than or equal to 1. Select a valid country. Please enter 5 or 9 numbers for the ZIP Code.
Domestic handling time. Taxes may be applicable at checkout. Learn more. Payment details.
Payment methods. Back to home page Return to top. Back to home page. Listed in category:.
Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in
a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab Add to Watchlist. Image
not available Photos not available for this variation. Economy International Shipping. Audi Bairn
Dec 6, Log in or Sign up. This site uses cookies. By continuing to use this site, you are agreeing
to our use of cookies. Learn More. Dismiss Notice. Cookies Snack. Facelift All weather lights
Audi Bairn Dec 6, These All weather lights which have "replaced" fog lights then. I know that
they come on when you steer hard right or left and I think that I can programme them not to do
this at all. But on these dark mornings I've noticed that they appear to come on as I slow down
whilst approaching at junction in a straight line. Anyone know any more about the operation of
these things. I will read the manual too at some point soon but just wanted some collective
thoughts. I was never a fan of these things coming on and off as folk steered round
roundabouts etc previously as i thought it looked daft especially as that was what indicators are
for but they are handy on the 15mph back road from my house in the dark. Audi Bairn , Dec 6,
Gordo77 likes this. Audi Bairn likes this. Both side come on when you select reverse, perhaps
that was it? Peter , Dec 6, I've been wondering if they use navigation data and "know" when
you're approaching a junction? There definitely seems some intelligence behind their operation,
I don't have the matrix option. Gordo77 , Dec 6, Rob2k68 and Audi Bairn like this. From the
manual Alt. On vehicles with all-weather lights, t he front lights are adjusted automatically so
that the headlights on your own vehicle do not blind you, for instance when driving on a wet
road. They do not operate on turning the wheel. Flying Scotsman , Dec 6, RS3 S. Gordo77 , Audi
Bairn and Rob2k68 like this. No cornering lights are available, only All Weather Lights. Audi
Bairn and Rob2k68 like this. Pretty sure they do light up with steering, or at least they do when
I'm maneuvering in my garage. If I turn the wheel right, it immediately lights the area
immediately to the right, and dims back down after a few seconds if I don't move. If I push the

all weather lights button, the dipped beams dim appreciably. The main beams do follow turns in
the road, but this might only be on matrix lights. GSB , Dec 6, On my pre-FL LED headlights, if
the lights are set to Auto without the all weather selected, the cornering lights work at parking
speeds. Very good! With the all weather selected, they light up the sides of the road beautifully.
I think they are very good. Obviously this would not be an issue in the UK Fnar Fnar!! Ozmosis ,
Dec 6, Grant is that not a function of Matrix only side to side GSB likes this. Last edited: Dec 6,
Audi Bairn, I am really confused You are using the All Weather function? I can not verify this
myself as I am still waiting to receive my car. Gordo77 and Flying Scotsman like this. AudiNutta
and Flying Scotsman like this. Hmmmm the plot thickens for North American spec cars Daz
Auto , Dec 6, Russkiya , simonali and Audi Bairn like this. AudiNutta and Audi Bairn like this.
Last edited: Dec 7, Right, checked this morning as i approached a t-junction on a remote road. I
didn't indicate right as i normally do just to see what happened. Both All Weather lights came
on. Steering hard left out of my drive the left one came on only. I might even read the manual
tonight. Audi Bairn , Dec 7, Daytonapig , Gordo77 and AudiNutta like this. I've noticed they
come on without fail when manoeuvring at slow speed, whether you just turn slowly in one
direction or quickly from one to the other. AudiNutta , Dec 7, Daytonapig , Gordo77 and Audi
Bairn like this. Gordo77 , Dec 7, Audi Bairn and Gordo77 like this. The actual button function is
also very good. I used them a couple of times in the TT in thick dense fog. They do a great job at
cutting through thick fog and lighting up the road ahead. Flying Scotsman , Dec 7, You must log
in or sign up to reply here. Show Ignored Content. Share This Page Tweet. Your name or email
address: Do you already have an account? No, create an account now. Yes, my password is:
Forgot your password? Not getting into tragedy should be a priority for all car owners; keep
your safety-oriented equipment in ideal condition by installing first-rate parts and accessories
sold by PartsGeek. When you selected your Audi, you were buying a car of exceptional
characteristics and notable style; you should preserve your choice with the finest parts and
components. Audi is acclaimed for designing fine-tuned and reliable autos that look as good as
they function. An Audi Fog Light keeps your family protected in poor weather conditions like
blizzards or fog. Audi Fog Lights are extra-heavy-duty light accessories which can enhance
your vision when driving conditions are bad. Properly installed fog lights can also be equipped
in the rear, improving the visibility of your car or truck to other cars behind you. No other
website can give you a better deal on exceptional parts and accessories than we do every day.
Trust our live automotive technology professionals to help you when you place an order of
strong car or truck replacement parts so you get exactly what you ordered every time you shop
at our web store. When you want the best deals on great auto parts at reasonable rates, point
your browser at The fog light assembly was the best price on the web. It shipped quickly and
even had the replacement bulb! Excellent experience! The part arrived as expected, packaged
securely and undamaged. Install was a cinch, and the part spec'd perfectly. I expect to be a
repeat customer. Skip to main content Menu. Close X. Call To Order: To return a part, simply
submit a support ticket within 30 days of ordering and we will issue you an RMA number to
return your product. See customer service page for refund and return details. We scour the web
to make sure PartsGeek always has low prices. You can buy with confidence! A3 Quattro. A4
Quattro. A5 Quattro. A6 Quattro. A3 Sportback e-tron. A4 allroad. A7 Quattro. A8 Quattro.
Allroad Quattro. Coupe Quattro. Q3 Quattro. Q5 PHEV. TT Quattro. TT RS Quattro. TTS Quattro.
V8 Quattro. Action Crash. Automotive Lighting. DIY Solutions. Magneti Marelli. AC Delco. Osram
Sylvania. Audi Wiper Blade. Audi Headlight Dimmer Switch. Audi Windshield Wiper Switch. Audi
Fog Light Bezel. Audi Turn Signal Switch. Audi Fuel Pump Relay. Audi Cruise Control Switch.
Audi Headlight. Click to Enlarge. Position of Product: Right - Passenger Side. Quality: Premium
- High quality new replacement part. Product SKU: W Shipping Options: Ground, Overnight, 2
Day. Shipping Options: Free Ground Shipping. Product SKU: Important Product Info: Round
Lens. Read more reviews. Shipping Options: Ground Fitment Information:. Catalog: D. Vehicle
Notes Audi A6 Quattro. Vehicle Notes Audi A6. Catalog: A. Vehicle Sub Model Audi S4. Vehicle
Notes Audi A4 Quattro. Catalog: B. Vehicle Sub Model Audi Q7. Catalog: F. Vehicle Audi A4
Quattro. Vehicle Audi A5 Quattro. Catalog: G. Vehicle Engine Audi A4 Quattro. Catalog: H.
Catalog: C. Catalog: T. Catalog: P. Vehicle Audi A4. Catalog: Q. Vehicle Audi Q5. Catalog: K.
Vehicle Audi S4. Catalog: N. Vehicle Body Audi A4 Quattro. Contained in this section are many
of the dashboard warning lights, engine management lights and fault symbols associated with
the Audi A4. Each warning or information symbol is similar or identical to those found on the
Audi A4 dashboard and included is the meaning of the light symbol. Dashboard lights may vary
depending on the version of the Audi A4 and the country in which it was manufactured. As a
general rule the colour of the illuminated symbol illustrates the severity of the issue. Symbols
that are red once illuminated indicate an issue that required immediate attention. Orange will
typically indicate a less urgent issue, for example a vehicle service required. Other symbol

colours such as blue and green provide the driver with information such as lights and
indicators. Flashing warning lights inform the driver of an urgent issue. Audi A4 engine
management fault dashboard warning light. Engine management light for Audi petrol engines.
The light should illuminate with the ignition turned on and go out once the engine has started. If
the light remains on or flashes whilst driving, take your vehicle to an authorised Audi
technician. Light may indicate an issue with emissions control or the catalytic converter. This
circle in brackets symbol is a system that monitors the Audi Hold Assist function. Audi Hold
Assist helps to keep the vehicle stationary whilst the engine is running. Example can be whilst
stopping on a hill at traffic lights. When the light is on, the system is activated and you do not
need to keep your foot on the brake. Audi A4 low battery charge dashboard warning light. If the
battery power drops to a level where problems may be encountered when starting the engine,
the low battery power charge light will illuminate. If the light comes on for a period of time whilst
driving and goes out, it means the engine has sufficiently charged the battery. If the light comes
on and does not go out whilst driving, the battery power is not being sufficiently regenerated.
Starting reliability issues may arise. Consult an authorised Audi technician. Audi A4 dynamic
steering dashboard warning light. Light illuminates with ignition activation and goes out a few
second after. If the warning light stays on after the engine has started, it indicates a malfunction
within the system. Driving can continue at a reduced speed until seen by a qualified Audi
Technician. Steering may feel unresponsive and heavy and may also the steering wheel may not
be central when driving in a straight line. Audi A4 airbag system monitor warning light. This
system monitors the airbag and seat belt tensioner system. The dashboard warning light should
go on when the ignition is activated and go off after a few seconds. If the light does not go out
or illuminates whilst driving, it indicates a malfunction within the system. If the light does not
illuminate when the ignition is turned on, it also signifies a malfunction. Failure to get the fault
remedied may result in airbag or seat belt tensioner failure. For further information about
airbags and possible faults, see why is the airbag light on? Audi A4 lane assist active
dashboard warning light. This system warns you if your vehicle is about to cross lane markings.
The lane assist dashboard warning light is illuminated green to signify it is active. The symbol is
illuminated amber to signify the system is inactive. Audi A4 cooling system fault warning
dashboard symbol. This system monitors the engine temperature. If the cooling system fault
light illuminates whilst driving, stop the engine as soon as is safely possible. This may indicate
the engine is overheating. Wait till the engine has cooled down and check engine coolant levels.
If light remains on, seek assistance from a qualified Audi workshop. The anti-lock brakes ABS
light illuminates for a few seconds with the ignition being switched on and extinguishes once it
has run through the automatic test. Test also monitors the electronic differential lock EDL. If the
light does not illuminate with the ignition, extinguish after a few seconds or comes on whilst
driving, there is a fault. Normal braking is not effected, though the ABS will not function. When
the vehicle has been stationary for an extended period of time, Audi Hold Assist will detect this
and apply the parking brake. When this happens the light will change from green see left to red.
If the light begins to flash, the parking brake may not be strong enough to hold the vehicle. This
may be due to worn or overheated brakes. A fault with the system is indicated on the dashboard
by a yellow symbol in conjunction with the parking brake symbol. If ESP or traction control has
been switched off, it will light up continuously. If ESP or traction control is not turned off and
the warning light illuminates continuously, it indicates a problem and malfunction with either
ESP or traction control. Audi A4 parking brake warning light. Red circle containing a red
exclamation mark â€” If this light illuminates whilst driving, it either indicates that the parking
brake is engaged or that there is a fault within the braking system. For further information, see
why is the brake light on in my car? Audi A4 tyre pressure monitoring system warning light.
Tyre containing yellow exclamation point â€” Tyre pressures should be corrected as soon as
possible if the pressure is too low. See tyre legal limit for information on having too high and
too low pressure in tyres. If this symbol flashes for around 1 minute and remains illuminated, it
signifies a fault within the system. If you are experiencing problems, see tyre pressure warning
light keeps coming on. Audi A4 engine oil pressure warning dashboard symbol. The system
monitors the engine oil pressure. If this symbol illuminates, it signifies low engine oil pressure.
Switch off the engine as soon as safely possible. Engine oil should be checked and if light
remains on, seek assistance from a qualified Audi workshop as soon as possible. See how to
check engine oil for further information. Audi A4 brake pads worn dashboard warning light.
When this symbol illuminates it signifies that the brake pads on the vehicle are worn. Worn
brake pads reduce effective braking and increase braking distances. Seek assistance from a
qualified workshop to change brake pads. Direction indicators lights and hazard warning. Main
beam headlights activated warning light. Side lights and headlights activated warning light.
What is the icon that appears when your key is first inserted? It looks like a sky dish! A4 Hi, I

recently replaced the cluster on my B6 A4 and it is not showing an Electronic immobilizer
dashboard symbol. The car does not start. Please advise. Hi Nathi, Sometimes it can be a bulb
that is on its way out, or a minor electrical fault in one of the units. What is the plus sign on my
dashboard, right side above speedometer in my Audi A4 for? Thank you for any help. Hi
there,on my gear selection at the bottom of the digital display. All of the gear options are
flickering. Turning red but flashing on and off. What could be wrong or what is the car telling
me? On our A4 gas â€” turbo. We have a light that no one seems to know what it is.. A gas
pump with a drip coming off it in a red box.. Under the gas mileage range area of the screen?
Anyone know what this could be please.. Many thanks in advance. Hi Chris. Perhaps someone
else will post if they know. Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to
function properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and
security features of the website. These cookies do not store any personal information. Any
cookies that may not be particularly necessary for the website to function and is used
specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents are
termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running
these cookies on your website. Audi Hold Assist activation dashboard light. Parking brake
dashboard warning light. ESP light version two. Electronic immobilizer dashboard symbol.
Cruise control activated dashboard light. Trailer attached â€” turn signals light. Seat belt
reminder warning symbol. Door or boot lid open warning symbol. Light bulb failure dashboard
symbol. Window washer level low warning light. Driving Test Tips. Leave a Reply Cancel reply.
Automatic or Manual, Which is Best? This website uses cookies to improve your experience.
We'll assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you wish. Accept Reject Read More.
Close Privacy Overview This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you
navigate through the website. Out of these, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are
stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the
website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this
website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the
option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may affect your
browsing experience. Necessary Necessary. Non-necessary Non-necessary. And freaking out,
certainly, is a reasonable reaction to any of those changes in your otherwise benign life, which,
typically, is devoid of The Unknown. Of course, if you want to mitigate if not totally eliminate
some of the freak outs in your life, knowing the cause of certain external stimuli can be rather
helpful. While every generation and model of Audi will have slightly different dashboard warning
lights, I have chosen to create a comprehensive guide to one of our newest and most
technologically advanced models, the Audi Q7. The extensive chart below illustrates every
warning light that you are likely to see, as well as a thorough description of what that light and
accompanying message actually means. Keep that manual handy to double check the answers
you find below. As a general rule, the white and green lights connote such an indication. The
yellow warning lights mean that an action should be taken in the near future, and red lights
inform you that action needs to be taken immediately. I hope you found this visual guide to Audi
dashboard warning lights instructive. If you are out driving around the Denver metro area and
any of the above warning lights yellow or red appear on your dashboard, and the situation
cannot be self-remedied quickly and safely, I would strongly suggest making an appointment
with our Audi Service Department so they can work their magic and get you back on the road as
quickly as possible. To schedule an appointment with an Audi certified-technician, simply call
to make arrangements with a Service Advisor. Did you find this article helpful? Did we miss
anything? If you have questions or comments, just click the button below. We are here to help!
Open Today! Look for this link on your favorites: Save. How do you value my trade-in? Info and
tips for getting the best offer. Learning Center. Call Sales. Call Parts. Call Service. Central
Indicator Light â€” Check the message in the instrument cluster for additional information. The
message Audi pre-sense and a warning tone will warn you about danger. Brakes: stop vehicle
and check brake fluid level. Stop the vehicle and check the brake fluid level. Contact your Audi
dealer for assistance. Brakes: malfunction! Please stop vehicle safely. If this message appears,
there is a malfunction in the brake booster. Do not continue driving. Parking Brake:
malfunction! Safely stop vehicle. Is the vehicle stationary? Try to release the parking brake. If
you are able to release the parking brake, but the indicator stays on, contact your Audi dealer
for assistance. If the indicator light and message appear while driving, the hill start assist or
emergency braking function may be malfunctioning. Do not set the parking brake or park on a
hill. Brake booster: restricted. You can continue driving. Please contact Service. The brake
booster is available, but its effectiveness is reduced. Drive carefully to your Audi dealer for
assistance. If the indicator light turns on, the parking brake was set. If the indicator light is
blinking, the braking force has not built up enough or it has decreased. Turn off engine and

check coolant level. If the coolant level is too low, add coolant refer to your owners manual.
Only continue driving when the indicator light turns off. Coolant temperature: too high. Let
engine run with vehicle stationary. Let the engine run at idle for a few minutes to cool off, until
the indicator light turns off. If it does not turn off, contact your Audi dealer for assistance. Note:
Do not continue driving if this indicator light turns on as this increases the risk of engine
damage. Turn off engine. Oil pressure too low. Stop the engine and do not continue driving. If
the engine oil level is too low, add engine oil. Only continue driving once the indicator light
turns off. If the oil level is correct and the indicator light is still on, turn the engine off and do not
continue driving. Please add oil immediately. Note: Add engine oil a half-quart at a time and
re-check, you do not want to over-fill. Electrical System: malfunction! Do not continue driving
and switch the engine off. Above a certain speed, there will also be a warning tone. Steering:
malfunction! Please stop vehicle. The power steering may have failed. Pay attention to distance
at side. The all-wheel steering may have failed. Stop the vehicle in a safe location with enough
space on the sides as soon as possible. There is a malfunction in the electronic steering lock.
You cannot turn the ignition on. Do not tow your vehicle because it cannot be steered. Engine
start system: malfunction! Do not switch the ignition off because you may not be able to switch
it on again. Drive to your Audi dealer immediately to have the malfunction corrected.
Transmission: malfunction! Please stop vehicle and shift to P. Hood is not locked. Stop vehicle
and check the lock. The hood locking mechanism is not engaged correctly. Stop immediately
and close the hood. Driver assistance Adaptive cruise control â€” the automatic braking is not
enough to maintain a sufficient distance to a vehicle driving ahead. You must intervene. Traffic
jam assist switches off if the driver does not take over steering after multiple driver intervention
requests. The system brakes the vehicle until it is stationary. Air suspension: malfunction. Air
suspension: malfunction! You can continue driving slowly. Speed limited to max. Drive to your
Audi dealer for assistance. Air suspension: service mode. Vehicle can be moved but handling
may be impaired Carefully drive to your Audi dealer to have the service mode deactivated. Night
vision assist pedestrian warning. The pedestrian is highlighted in red in the instrument cluster
and a warning tone sounds. Night vision assist wild animal warning. The animal is highlighted
in red in the instrument cluster and a warning tone sounds. Refill with at least X qt AdBlue.
Engine start not possible. Fill the AdBlue or you will not be able to re-start the vehicle again
once you stop it. AdBlue malfunction! No engine start possible. The system has determined that
the tank was filled incorrectly or that there is a malfunction. Drive immediately to your Audi
dealer or you will not be able to start the engine again once you stop it. If the indicator light
stays on, the system has switched the ESC off. You can turn the ignition off and then on again
to turn ESC back on. The indicator light turns off when the system is functioning fully. This also
causes the ESC to malfunction. ABS is not active. Stabilization control ESC : offroad. Turn ESC
back on by pressing the button again. Stabilization control ESC : off. Brakes overheating.
Please shift to D There is a heavy load on the brakes. If this indicator light turns on or blinks,
there is a malfunction in a safety system. Brake pads: wear limit reached. The brake pads are
worn, please contact your Audi dealer to schedule maintenance. Parking brake: malfunction!
Please contact service. There is a malfunction in the parking brake. Proceed to your Audi dealer
to have the malfunction corrected. Loss of pressure in at least one tire. Check the tires and
replace of repair if necessary. Store the pressure in the Infotainment system. Tire pressure:
malfunction! When this message appears in conjunction with the Tire Pressure indicator light
above it indicates that there is a TPMS system malfunction. Try to store the correct tire
pressures in the Infotainment system. You may have to drive for a few minutes after storing the
pressures before the indicator lights turn off. Drive system: malfunction! There is an engine
control malfunction. Please drive slowly to your Audi dealer to have the engine checked. The
engine is preheating if the indicator light turns on when the ignition is switched on. If the
indicator light does not turn on, or blinks while driving, there is a engine control malfunction.
The indicator light will turn on when the ignition is switched on and turn off again once the
engine is started and running at a steady idle speed. The indicator light will also turn on if there
is a malfunction in the engine electronics. Contact your Audi dealer to have the malfunction
corrected. Note: The most common cause for the MIL to turn on is an improperly closed fuel
filler cap. If this light turns on, stop the vehicle, remove and replace the fuel filler cap, and
resume driving. If this was the problem, the indicator light should go away shortly. Particulate
filter: malfunction! The indicator light will turn off when the cleaning has completed
successfully. If it does not turn off after completing this process, proceed to your Audi dealer to
have the malfunction corrected. The engine speed limitation deactivates once the engine is not
in the critical temperature range and you have released the accelerator pedal once. In this
instance, make sure to keep your RPMs below the displayed speed and proceed carefully to
your Audi dealer to have the malfunction corrected. Add oil max. You may continue driving Add

the amount of oil indicated in the display as soon as possible. Please reduce oil level There is
too much oil in the engine and there is a risk of damaging the catalytic converter and engine. Do
not start the engine. Contact your Audi dealer to have the excess oil extracted. Oil level system:
malfunction! Please contact Service The sensor to check the engine oil level has failed. Proceed
to your Audi dealer to have the malfunction corrected Oil level sensor oil change necessary.
Please contact Service Fuel has entered the engine oil as a result of frequent short drives.
Avoid high engine speeds, full acceleration and heavy engine loads. Proceed to your Audi
dealer to have the oil changed. Please warm up engine Fuel has entered the engine oil, either
from low outside temperatures or frequent short drives. Drive until the engine is warm so that
the fuel in the engine oil will evaporate. Avoid high engine speeds, full accelerating and heavy
engine loads when doing this. Electrical system: malfunction! Restart not possible. Please
contact Service The vehicle battery was disconnected from the electrical system and will no
longer charge. Do not stop the engine, or you will not be able to start it again. Proceed to your
Audi dealer for assistance. Please contact Service The battery is discharging. Electrical system:
low battery charge. Battery will be charged while driving The starting ability may be impaired. If
the message turns off after a little while, the vehicle battery is sufficiently re-charged. If the
message does not turn off, Proceed to your Audi dealer to repair the malfunction. Please refuel
There are about 2. Please refuel immediately The fuel tank is almost empty. Refuel the vehicle
immediately. Tank system: malfunction! Please contact Service There is a malfunction in the
fuel tank system. Please add washer fluid Fill the washer fluid for the windshield washer system
and the headlight washer system when the ignition is switched off. Windshield wipers:
malfunction! Please contact Service There is a malfunction in the windshield wipers. Remote
control key: key not recognized. Is the key still in the vehicle? The ignition key was removed
from the vehicle while it was running. If the key is no longer in the vehicle, you cannot switch on
the ignition or start the engine once you stop it. You also cannot lock the vehicle from the
outside. Shift to P before leaving vehicle. Remote control key: replace key battery Replace the
battery in the remote control key. If this indicator turns on, a bulb has failed. The message will
indicate the location of the bulb. Contact your Audi dealer to have the bulb replaced as soon as
possible. Vehicle lights: malfunction! Please contact Service There is a malfunction in the
headlights or the light switch. Headlight range control: malfunction! Audi adaptive light:
malfunction! The headlights still function. Automatic headlights: malfunction! However you can
continue to turn the lights on and off using the light switch. You can control all functions that
are independent of the rain sensor through the windshield wiper lever. Yellow line s left or right
indicate that Active lane assist is activated, but is not ready to give warning. Audi active lane
assist: malfunction! Audi side assist: malfunction! Please contact Service Audi side assist and
exit warning: malfunction! Please contact Service The system cannot guarantee that it will
detect vehicles correctly and has switched off. The sensors have been moved or are faulty. Audi
pre sense: malfunction! Please contact Service This message appears when the pre sense
function is affected. For example, this could be caused by a faulty sensor. Night vision assist:
malfunction! Please contact Service The system cannot guarantee correct function and is
switched off. Rear park assist: malfunction! Obstacles cannot be detected Front park assist:
malfunction! Obstacles cannot be detected Park assist: malfunction! Obstacles cannot be
detected When one of the messages appears there is a system malfunction. The LED in the Park
assist button also blinks when switching it on. The relevant message only appears again when
you manually activate the parking aid with the button. Selector lever: malfunction! You may
continue driving. Please contact Service There is a system malfunction in the transmission. P
button: malfunction! Auto P when engine off. The transmission will automatically switch to park
when the engine is turned off. Gear change only possible using both paddle levers. You can
continue driving with restricted function. The selector lever is not working. Gears can only be
selected by tapping both shift paddles at the same time when the vehicle is stationary. Pay
attention to the selected transmission position in the instrument cluster display. The parking
lock engages automatically when you turn off the engine. Proceed directly to your Audi dealer
to have the malfunction corrected. Transmission: Please press brake pedal and select gear
again Press the brake pedal and select the desired selector lever position again. You can then
continue driving. Transmission: too hot. Please adapt driving style The transmission
temperature has increased significantly due to the sporty driving manner. Drive in a less sporty
manner until the temperature returns to the normal range and the indicator light switches off.
You may continue driving in D until engine off The transmission is switching to emergency
mode. If you turn the engine off, you will not be able to select any other selector lever positions
after starting the engine again. Proceed immediately to your Audi dealer to have the malfunction
corrected. You can continue driving with limited function. The transmission is switching to
emergency mode. This mode only shifts into certain gears or will no longer shift at all. The

engine may stall. No reverse gear The transmission is switching to emergency mode. You
cannot engage the reverse gear. Danger of rolling away! P not possible. Please apply parking
brake The parking lock was released using the emergency release, or the parking lock can no
longer be engaged. Steering lock:malfunction! Please contact Service There is a malfunction in
the electronic steering lock. Please contact Service There is a malfunction in the engine starting
system. You may continue driving Steering may be more difficult to move or more sensitive
than usual. The steering wheel may also be at an angle when driving straight. Proceed carefully
to your Audi dealer to have the malfunction corrected. Adapt driving style. Larger turning radius
The all-wheel steering may have failed. The vehicle will have a larger turning radius and the
stability when turning a corner will be like that of a vehicle without all-wheel steering. Note: If
the indicator light only stays on for a short time, you may continue driving. Please contact
Service There is a system malfunction that can result in restricted driving stability or reduced
ground clearance. Air suspension: vehicle too low. Limited ground clearance The ground
clearance is very low due to a system malfunction. Wait until the air suspension system has
restored normal ground clearance. Otherwise, conditions such as an uneven road surface can
lead to vehicle damage. Suspension: malfunction! You may continue driving There is a adaptive
damper malfunction. Sport differential: malfunction! Please contact Service There is a
malfunction. Sport differential: temperature too high. Please adapt driving style The temperature
has increased significantly due to the sporty driving manner. Drive in a less sporty driving
manner until the temperature returns to the normal range and the indicator light switches off.
Second seat row not locked. Risk of injury for rear passengers. The second row seats are not
folded down and locked into the floor. A warning tone will also sound. Emergency cal function:
malfunction! Restricted functionality. You can only make an emergency call with restricted
function. For example, you cannot call the emergency call center, but data may still be
transmitted under certain circumstances. Emergency call function: malfunction! Function
unavailable. Please contact Service You cannot make an emergency call. No engine start in X
mi. Fill the AdBlue. Otherwise the engine will not start again if you stop it once the distance
indicated has been driven. AdBlue: malfunction! If either of these indicator lights blink, the
corresponding turn signal is turned on. If both indicator lights are blinking, the emergency
flashers are on. If an indicator blinks twice as fast as usual, a turn signal bulb has failed.
Carefully drive to your Audi dealer to have the malfunction corrected. The turn signals are
activated in trailer mode if this indicator light blinks. If a turn signal on the trailer or on the
vehicle fails while in trailer mode, the indicator light will not blink twice as fast to indicate this.
When cruise control is active, this indicator light and the stored speed will appear in the
instrument cluster display. Adaptive cruise control is switched on. No vehicles were detected
ahead. Your vehicle is stationary and will not start driving automatically. A vehicle was detected
ahead. A vehicle driving ahead was detected. No vehicles are detected ahead. The stored speed
is maintained. Adaptive cruise control is active. Adaptive cruise control is letting you know that
there is an adaptation to the route ahead e. Speed limit change, curve, intersection, etc. Traffic
jam assist is on. Vehicles driving ahead were detected. Your vehicle adapts while driving. Active
lane assist is activated ad ready to provide warnings. Remove your foot from the accelerator
pedal to slow down, because there is a situation ahead that requires a lower speed. Hill descent
is on. Actively regulates speed up to approximately 19 mph. The engine will start again when
you take your foot off the brake pedal. The windshield is being defrosted. The vehicle battery
charge level is too low. The steering wheel is turned at a sharp angle or is moving. After
engaging the reverse gear. On sharp inclines. At high altitudes. Remote control key: hold back
of key against the designated area. Range X mi This message appears when there is only
enough AdBlue left to drive the distance indicated in the instrument cluster. Fill AdBlue. Move
selector lever to automatic position There is a malfunction in the tiptronic mode. Air
suspension: vehicle currently too high. Level control in progress Air suspension: vehicle
currently too low. Level control in progress The message will turn off when the level control
process is complete. This light indicates that adaptive cruise control is not active for a variety of
reasons â€¦ ACC with traffic jam assist:unavailable. The radar sensors have shifted or are faulty.
ACC with traffic jam assist: currently unavailable. Sensor vision restricted due to surroundings.
Clean the sensors. Grade too steep The road exceeds the maximum possible grade for safe
operation. The systems cannot be switched on. Parking brake applied The systems switch off if
you set the parking brake. The system are available again after you release the parking brake.
The systems switch off in this scenario. ACC with traffic jam assist:manual control! This
message appears if the vehicle rolls back when starting on a slight incline, even though the
system are active. Press the brake pedal to prevent the vehicle from rolling or starting to move.
Downhill assist activated You cannot activate the system when hill hold assist is active. ACC:
efficiency assist not available in this country. The adaptation to speed limits and routes ahead

is not available in this country. ACC: efficiency assist currently unavailable. The message can
also appear if the adaption to speed limits and routes ahead has a temporary failure. Have the
system checked by your Audi dealer if the malfunction is continuous. ACC with traffic jam
assist: manual control! This message appears if the driver does not take over steering after
multiple driver intervention requests and the system switches off. The vehicle brakes until it is
stationary. Traffic jam assist: unavailable. Have your vehicle checked by your Audi dealer if the
malfunction is continuous. Traffic jam assist: Please take over steering! This message appears
as soon as the system stops detecting steering activity when the system limits are reached.
Always keep your hands on the steering wheel so you can be ready to steer at any time. Traffic
jam assist: currently unavailable. Please fasten seat belt. Audi pre sense currently restricted.
Restricted sensor vision due to surroundings. Clean the sensors and the area around the
camera Audi pre sense: currently restricted. Towing mode Pre sense rear and the pre sense city
braking interventions switch off automatically when the electrical connector in the
factory-installed trailer hitch is connected. There is no guarantee the functions will switch off
when using a retrofitted trailer hitch. Audi pre sense: currently restricted This message appears
if the ESC is restricted or switched off Audi pre sense: currently restricted. If this message
appears repeatedly, contact your Audi dealer to have the malfunction corrected. Audi pre sense:
emergency braking system off This message appears if the pre sense functions are switched off
through the Infotainment system or if the system is not ready. Parking brake: caution! Vehicle
parked to steep There is not enough braking force to hold the vehicle in place. The brakes have
overheated. The vehicle could roll away even on a small incline. Parking brake: applied If this
message appears, press the brake pedal first and then release the parking brake if necessary.
Parking brake: emergency braking The emergency braking function was triggered. The indicator
light illuminates when Hill descent assist is in ready mode. Childproof catch: malfunction!
Please contact Service There is a malfunction in the child safety lock. If the message stays on,
proceed to your Audi dealer to have the malfunction repaired. This indicator light illuminates if
you are exceeding the maximum speed that you have set in the Infotainment system. The
indicator light and the message turn off if the speed falls back below the stored maximum
speed. This light indicates that Active lane assist is activated, but is not ready to give warning.
Audi active lane assist: currently unavailable. Camera view restricted due to surroundings. Try
switching the active lane assist on again later. Audi active lane assist: Please take over
steering! This message appears if you are not steering by yourself. Active lane assist is
activated, but is not ready to give warning. Audi side assist: currently unavailable. The radar
sensor vision is impaired. The area in front of the sensors must not be covered by bike racks,
stickers, leaves, snow or any other objects. Clean the area in front of the sensors, if necessary
Audi side assist: currently unavailable. Audi side assist: currently unavailable Trailer towing
Audi side assist and exit warning: currently unavailable. Towing mode Side assist switches off
automatically when the electrical connector in the factory-installed trailer hitch is connected.
There is no guarantee the system will switch off when using a retrofitted trailer hitch. Do not use
side assist and the exit warning when towing a trailer. Traffic sign recognition:currently
unavailable. Camera view restricted due to surroundings Function currently unavailable. The
system will switch itself off. Traffic sign recognition: currently restricted. The speed limit
display is limited, which increases the risk of an incorrect display. Traffic sign based speed
warning: currently unavailable. No traffic sign information available There is no valid navigation
data and no speed limits were detected. Or there is a recommended speed but there is not a
speed limit for example driving on and off the expressway. Contact your Audi dealer for
assistance Function not available in this country The vehicle is in a country where the function
is not available. Night vision assist:currently unavailable. Night vision assist: currently
unavailable. Please turn on lights Night vision assist only works when it is dark outside and the
headlights are switched on. Night vision assist: pedestrian highlighting currently unavailable.
Headlight assistant: malfunction! Headlight assistant: currently unavailable. The sensor is
located between the interior rearview mirror and the windshield. Do not place any stickers in
this area on the windshield. This indicator illuminates when the high beams are turned on. Hey
Service Team! Get more information on this topic from the Prestige Imports Service Team.
Name First Last. Posted in Service Information and Advice. Prestige Imports. Blog Facebook
Twitter YouTube. Find Your Vehicle Close. Search By Keyword Search:. Saved Vehicles Close.
Share This Close. Choose How To Share: share-via-facebook share-via-twitter share-via-linkedin
share-via-email share-via-sms text. Contact Us Close. Today's Hours: Open Today! Prestige
Imports Thankfully the new Morimoto Audi fog lights: Look great. Are well-built. Perform like
champs. Have a virtually infinite life span. An unbeatable warranty, And best of all you won't
need to sell your soul to afford them! Many of the guys here at the shop use them on their own
vehicles, and they're easily one of our most popular product lines. Compatible: With many

modern applications from Audi, these complete fog light housings will swap directly in place of
the original halogen units that they're designed to replace, using all of the stock mounting
locations. Their aim can be perfectly dialed in with the integrated height adjusters. Check the
compatibility section below for a list of known applications. Plug n Play: Wiring is easy too!
They will plug into the factory connectors for the stock fog lights and each assembly includes
all necessary connectors, rubber seals, and pigtails for a plug n play install. The projector
based optics concentrate a total of lumens of pure white light into a beam that's super wide and
perfectly distributed for use as a fog light. Make no mistake, these will produce a much different
[better] result than slapping some LED replacement bulbs into your stock housings. For a
comparison video to stock, check out This Video that shows the two side by side. Well-Built:
Their durable polycarbonate lens will resist the test of time, keeping the housings looking new
for many years to come. The powder-coated cast aluminum housing is light-weight and much
stronger tha
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n comparable plastic alternatives. Doubling as the heat-sink for the LED's, the housings
completely protect the internals from moisture and road debris. We've sold many thousands of
these fog lights and to date, have only seen one or two develop a problem Overview Video:
Prefer videos? Trusted : For more than a decade, we've worked hard to earn our killer
reputation. Car guys world-wide know that TRS carries the internet's best selection of high
performance automotive and powersport lighting products at the best prices, and we've got the
best, most knowledgeable team of real enthusiasts to help back it up. If we sell it, then you bet
we've put it to the test on our own cars, trucks, and bikes. Need a recommendation on parts for
your project? Got a tech question? Wholesale inquiry? Contact Us. Javascript is disabled on
your browser. To view this site, you must enable JavaScript or upgrade to a JavaScript-capable
browser. Add to Cart. Install ation Guide Locate a Dealer. What's included.

